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Game Details

RTP VARIANTS
VOLATILITY
MIN. BET
MAX. BET
MAX. WIN

96.11 / 94.07 / 91.07
Medium - High

0.10 
50.0

5,434x

Available Markets

Game Features

WILD FIESTA!
HR 1/45

Wild Fiesta is triggered at random upon landing Maraca Wilds. During this feature, 
Wilds transform symbols to their left into additional Wilds. When the Wild goes 

over another it become a multiplier wild.

Game Description
Prospect Gaming turns up the heat with fiery, chilli 
fuelled wins in Arriba Heat!

Starting off in the base game, the Wild Fiesta feature 
gets activated at random when landing Wilds. During 
Wild Fiesta, the Wilds slide across the symbols to 
their left transforming them into additional Wilds. 
If the Wild encounters another Wild on its path, it 
becomes an X2 Wild, giving even higher payouts!

When Chilli Inferno respins gets activated, Mr Peppe 
gets a central position on the board, collecting every 
chilli landed. Players lose a life whenever no chilli is 
landed.

Chilli Inferno comprises three levels. In the first level, 
Mr. Peppe must collect chillies with a total value of 
20 to progress. In the second level, chillies of 50 total 
value must be collected to unlock the third level. The 
value of chillis on the second level is multiplied by 
X2 and on the third by X3. A multiplier will be added 
for every total of 50 on the third level. Mr. Peppe’s 
symbol expands from 1x1 to 2x2 and ultimately to 
2x3 as he advances through each level.

CHILLI INFERNO RESPINS
HR 1/166

Trigger Chilli Inferno by landing 3/4/5 Scatters and get 3/4/5 lives, 
respectively.
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